Wonder - Study Questions  
Part 3 - Summer pages 119-132

Directions: On your own paper, you need to answer the following questions. You do not have to write the questions but you must answer in complete sentences. Remember to always include part of the question stem in your answers. Also make sure that you include textual evidence from the novel.

Comprehension Questions:

01. Why did Summer sit with August the first day?
02. Why does she continue to sit with him?
03. In the section titled The Plague, what is something Summer has not been happy about this year?
04. What is keeping Summer from being popular?
05. What did Summer lie to Savanna about?
06. Why was August being rude to Summer at lunch?
07. Between pages 127 and 130, what are some new things that we learn about Summer?
08. In the section titled The Egyptian Tomb, have we seen this part of the story from a different perspective? If so, whose and how was it different?
09. Are Summer and August better friends than before or not?
10. Has August made up with Jack?

Critical Thinking Questions

01. How does Summer see August?
02. What does it tell us about Summer that she isn't willing to play "the plague" game? Would you participate if this happened at our school?
03. Do you think Summer would have rather been at the Halloween Parade than the party? Provide evidence to support your answer.
04. How do you think losing her dad has affected Summer?
05. Why do you think Summer and August both dressed as mummies at Halloween?